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LOCAL HAIR AUTHORITY 
CHRISTOPHER NOLAND SHARES 
HIS EXPERT TIPS ON BEATING THE 
HEAT AND KEEPING YOUR HAIR 
HEALTHY ALL SUMMER LONG. 

Condition and trim. It may 
sound self-serving, but the best 
thing you can do this time of 
year is have your hair deep- 
conditioned and trimmed. You’ll 
walk away with healthier hair–
minus brittle, split ends.

Prep for the pool. If you know 
you’ll be exposing your hair to 
chlorine, use a good clarifying 
shampoo or get a clarifying 
treatment from a salon.

Add moisture. Routinely 
condition your hair at home, 
paying particular attention to the 
ends, which dry out the most.

Fight frizz. Oribe has an 
amazing anti-humidity spray 
called ‘Imperméable’. We can’t 
keep it in stock!

Avoid alcohol. Products with a 
high alcohol content can dry out 
your hair. So when choosing a 
fi nishing spray go alcohol-free.

Be gentle. Remove hair 
tangles using a wide-toothed 
comb, starting at the ends and 
gradually moving toward the 
scalp. Between shampoos brush 
gently to redistribute some of 
the oil on the hair closest to the 
scalp, then stop. 

Keep cool. Use a gentle 
shampoo, rinse with tepid water, 
and limit the use of heated 
appliances or try cooler settings. 
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Hair & Now
New hair saviors help protect your tresses from summer stresses

1. Limited Edition Bamboo Beach Summer Sunshine Spray,$20 at Sephora Beach waves without the beach? Great. 
Beach waves without the worry  of sun, pool and saltwater damage? Even better. 2. Christopher Noland Silky Smooth 
Restorative Hair Mask,$24 at Christopher Noland Salon Colored and damaged hair needs extra love in the summer 
months. This reconstructive formula, rich in shea butter and argan oil works to rebuild strength while hydrating your 
thirsty locks. 3. René Furterer Sun Care After Sun Conditioner, $39 at Enzo Riccobene Salon Add this to your post-
beach beauty  routine. After a day of sun exposure, the conditioner rebuilds keratin and detangles sea-swept hair. 4. Oribe 
Soft Dry Conditioner Spray,$35 at Hopscotch Salon Dry shampoo does wonders to extend a blowout and revive roots, 
but you’re still left with frizzy ends. With softening neem oil and strengthening silk, Dry Conditioner Spray adds body 
and shine while absorbing excess oils. 5. Restørsea Revitalizing Scalp Treatment, $150 at Restorsea.com Healthy hair 
starts at the scalp. Restørsea’s Treatment provides a facial for your follicles, removing dead skin cells and allowing for 
longer, thicker hair to grow. S
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